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is the fifth set of the Smart ToolsÂ® collection (LED, magnifier, mirror).n It includes 3 light tools (Smart Flashlight .n) and 2 LED lights (Smoky Tower 1.n, Goal Zero lightlight). The first model is directed towards the original light, the second is in the opposite
direction. All 3 fixtures have a high luminous intensity, and have a high brightness. Smart Flashlight magnifiers are designed for easy reading under neon lights.Smart Tool LED Active is a heavy-duty luminaire (10W) that uses batteries (the luminaire is powered
by a computer USB port through an adapter to which a standard mobile phone charger is connected). Vision is a specially designed portable flashlight for illuminating large areas. Here, an optical design is implemented to create bright and diffused light with
scattered highlights. Externally, the flashlight looks like a regular flashlight, but its dimensions are 3 times larger. Vision is not just a lighting fixture. With the help of Vision, you can navigate in complete darkness, fixing your location. The Vision flashlight is
controlled by pressing a button built into the flashlight body. The luminous flux created by this lamp corresponds to the brightness of 50 XP-G LEDs. When installing a flashlight on the upper body, the illumination increases to 110 lumens, on the bottom - up to
70 lumens. The time of continuous illumination of the Vision flashlight is 6 hours, if the user does not cover the flashlight with his hand. Phoenix (Vision Fenix) is one of the brightest LED devices on the market. Vision lights are large and have a wide angle of
illumination, so they take up less space, but at the same time they have a high level of luminous flux. The LEDs are powered through one 3V adapter with a voltage of 5V. The design allows you to install a flashlight on a helmet, on the handle of a weapon or on a
helmet. Official site Related Products
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